Next-Generation Firewalls:
Critical to your organization’s
network security
That’s why organizations need to deploy a Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) as
an integral part of their overall security strategies. A NGFW can bolster your
protection against the constantly evolving threat environment.

It is also important to understand that not all NGFWs are
created equal. In choosing a solution, make sure you are not
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should be able to provide:
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Packet Inspection (DPI) of the entire packet payload for
intrusion prevention, malware detection, gateway antiWJSVT USBťDBOBMZUJDT BQQMJDBUJPODPOUSPMBOE4FDVSF
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for optimal throughput and maximum application perforNBODFXIJMFFOTVSJOHDPNQSFIFOTJWFTFDVSJUZ4PMVUJPOT
GSPN%FMM4POJD8"-- GPSFYBNQMF JNQSPWFQFSGPSNBODF
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reassembly.
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DPOUSPMA NGFW should provide application intelligence and control, real-time bandwidth and application
visualization so administrators can manage applications
to deliver maximum user productivity as well as massive
scalability.
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Cybercriminals are constantly adjusting their targets to attack
our greatest vulnerabilities. These days, the web is far and
away the target of choice. According to one report, approximately 85% of all malware comes from the web, with more
than 30,000 websites infected every single day.1 What’s more,
cybercriminals are increasingly going after soft targets, such
as social networks, where users may be less circumspect in
their behaviors. Attackers are also targeting mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets, since security safeguards

Next-Generation Firewalls provide dramatic improvements
JOQSPUFDUJPOWFSTVTUSBEJUJPOBMţSFXBMMT QBSUJDVMBSMZJOEFBMJOH
with today’s more sophisticated and rapidly changing threat
landscape. In fact, if your organization is still using traditional
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actually be increasing your security risks rather than alleviating
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protection when, in reality, they are lacking critical features
and functionality.
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single day.1

are less likely to be in place, and the
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Attacks on organizations are also increasing, as smaller companies are perceived
to lack sophisticated security solutions
such as NGFWs. For example, since early
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enterprises.6OGPSUVOBUFMZ UIFQFSDFQtion of security weaknesses is based on
reality, as more than 80% of organizations in a recent survey said they have no
cybersecurity plan.3
In addition, cybercriminals are taking
advantage of weaknesses in traditional
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XPSLXJUIBTJNQMFDMBTTJţDBUJPOPGOFUXPSLUSBťDCBTFEPOXIJDIQPSUPS
protocol it uses. For example, most web
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through port 80. While the port and proUPDPMNFFUUIFţSFXBMMōTSFTUSJDUJPOTBOE
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increased use of web-based services also
allows the application content utilizing
open ports to be more varied and thus
more vulnerable to malicious programs.
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NGFWs, on the other hand, provide
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QBDLFUţMUFSJOH OFUXPSLBEESFTTUSBOTMBtion (NAT) and stateful packet inspection
41* BTXFMMBTBNPSFBEWBODFETFDVSJUZ
QMBUGPSNCBTFEPOHSBOVMBSUSBťDJOTQFDtion to allow intelligent enforcement of
security policies based on variables such
as user credentials or application actions. Integrated intrusion prevention and
application control allow for inspection
BOEQPMJDZFOGPSDFNFOU FWFOPO44-
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applications and services coming into the
network to be viewed, providing a context for application bandwidth management and optimization, while enabling
advanced analytics reporting and security.
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Ŕ Nondisruptive in-line bump-in-theXJSFDPOţHVSBUJPO
Ŕ 4UBOEBSEţSTUHFOFSBUJPOţSFXBMM
DBQBCJMJUJFT TVDIBT/"5BOE41*BOE
virtual private networking
Ŕ Integrated signature-based intrusion
prevention system engine
Ŕ Application awareness, full-stack visibility and granular control
Ŕ Capability to incorporate information
GSPNPVUTJEFUIFţSFXBMM TVDIBT
directory-based policy, blacklists and
whitelists
Ŕ 6QHSBEFQBUIUPJODMVEFGVUVSFJOGPSmation feeds and security threats
Ŕ 44-EFDSZQUJPOGPSJEFOUJGZJOHVOEFsirable encrypted applications
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As noted, the key in selecting a NGFW is
to make sure you are getting maximum

QSPUFDUJPOXJUIPVUTBDSJţDJOHQFSGPSmance. The real measure of security
and performance is DPI throughput
BOEFŢFDUJWFOFTT6OGPSUVOBUFMZ NBOZ
ţSFXBMMWFOEPSTIBWFBEPQUFEUIFTBNF
malware-inspection approach used by
traditional desktop anti-virus solutions:
CVŢFSEPXOMPBEFEţMFT UIFOJOTQFDUUIF
malware.
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down application performance and, with
the growing use of software as a service,
remote desktop virtualization, collaborative software and mobile devices, any
degradation in performance can cripple
key applications. This could negatively
JNQBDUSFWFOVFPQQPSUVOJUJFT QSPţUBCJMity and business operations. Furthermore,
introducing latency into the equation
results in additional security risks, since
temporary memory storage can limit
QSPUFDUJPOUPBNBYJNVNţMFTJ[F
%FMM4POJD8"--IBTUBLFOBOJOOPWBtive approach to maximizing threat
protection and performance through its
patented*3FBTTFNCMZ'SFF%FFQ1BDLFU
Inspection® 3'%1* FOHJOF6OMJLFPUIFS
%1*NFUIPET 3'%1*JTOPUIJOEFSFECZ
IBWJOHUPTUPSFUSBťDJONFNPSZCFGPSF
inspection. As documented in independent benchmark testing, this leads to sigOJţDBOUQFSGPSNBODFBEWBOUBHFTWFSTVT
competitive solutions.
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network packets simultaneously in paralMFMXJUIPUIFS$16T NBLJOHPQUJNVN
use of available processor cycles. This
DPNCJOBUJPOPŢFSTFťDJFOU IJHIQFSGPSmance solutions for packet, content and
security processing while at the same
time delivering massive scalability.
"EWBODFEUISFBUQSPUFDUJPO In addition
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to extend protection to block malware.
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only six protocols, which provides a false
TFOTFPGTFDVSJUZ.BMJDJPVTUSBťDUSBOTmitted through any other protocol is not
subject to inspection. Working at both
the network and application layers, the
3'%1*FOHJOFFYBNJOFTBMMEPXOMPBEFE 
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on all ports and all protocols every time.
#FZPOEUIBU %FMM4POJD8"--PŢFSTJOUFMligent malware detection technology that
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that may contain harmful code.

%FMM4POJD8"--TPMVUJPOTEFMJWFSPO
the three fundamental requirements of
NGFWs – advanced threat protection,
maximum performance and granular application control – in the following ways:

"QQMJDBUJPOJOUFMMJHFODFBOEDPOUSPM
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identify and control applications, regardless of the port or protocol. This
provides granular control and real-time
visualization of applications to examine
USBťD CBOEXJEUIVUJMJ[BUJPOBOETFDVSJUZ
threats. With this type of granular control,
organizations can guarantee bandwidth
prioritization and address security threats
in real time. Administrators can restrict
PSCMPDLUIFUSBOTGFSPGTQFDJţDţMFTBOE
documents, prioritize or throttle bandwidth and deny access to internal or
external websites.

%1*GPSNBYJNVNQFSGPSNBODFThe
patented* %FMM4POJD8"--3'%1*UFDInology uses a combination of complex
pattern matching, heuristics, correlation,
advanced real-time decision methodologies and data normalization to maintain
extremely high performance, low latency
BOEIJHIFťDJFODZSFHBSEMFTTPGţMFTJ[F
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is also bolstered through the use of a
multi-core hardware architecture, en-

Application intelligence and control
addresses a key challenge for IT professionals, particularly with the growth of
high-bandwidth and high-collaboration
applications, such as streaming video,
social media, gaming and cloud-based
services. These applications can introduce new security threats, while also
draining precious bandwidth that should
be prioritized for mission-critical applicaUJPOT%FMM4POJD8"--"QQMJDBUJPO*OUFM-
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The bring-your-own (BYO) device
trend may make it easier to infiltrate
corporate networks or obtain
confidential documents.
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ligence and Control is a tightly integrated
GFBUVSFPG%FMM4POJD8"--/('8T
To address the security needs of orgaOJ[BUJPOT %FMM4POJD8"--PŢFST/('8
TFDVSJUZUISPVHIJUT4VQFS.BTTJWFBOE
/FUXPSL4FDVSJUZ"QQMJBODF4FSJFTPG
integrated solutions.
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The threat landscape is changing rapidly. And it is also intensifying: With new
types of malware, cybercriminals have
become increasingly sophisticated and
coordinated in their attacks. They are
out to exploit every vulnerability, and if
your organization is not taking advantage
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NGFWs, then you are at increased risk of
a successful attack.
Deploying a security solution that
incorporates a NGFW can provide the
protection you need, but it is important
to deploy the right solution. Independent
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industry-leading threat protection and
performance, while enabling best-ofbreed features and functions such as
JOUSVTJPOQSFWFOUJPO 44-EFDSZQUJPO BOE
application intelligence and control. Now
is the time to explore Next-Generation
'JSFXBMMTGSPN%FMM4POJD8"--

